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Islamic
If you ally infatuation such a referred Subcontinen Indian The In Presence And
Power Muslim Of History A Asia South In Civilization Islamic book that will
allow you worth, acquire the categorically best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you desire to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
ﬁctions collections are then launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Subcontinen Indian The
In Presence And Power Muslim Of History A Asia South In Civilization Islamic that we
will completely oﬀer. It is not just about the costs. Its more or less what you habit
currently. This Subcontinen Indian The In Presence And Power Muslim Of History A
Asia South In Civilization Islamic, as one of the most vigorous sellers here will
extremely be among the best options to review.

KEY=ISLAMIC - HARPER ESTES
ISLAMIC CIVILIZATION IN SOUTH ASIA
A HISTORY OF MUSLIM POWER AND PRESENCE IN THE INDIAN
SUBCONTINENT
Routledge Muslims have been present in South Asia for 14 centuries.
Nearly 40% of the people of this vast land mass follow the religion of Islam,
and Muslim contribution to the cultural heritage of the sub-continent has
been extensive. This textbook provides both undergraduate and
postgraduate students, as well as the general reader, with a
comprehensive account of the history of Islam in India, encompassing
political, socio-economic, cultural and intellectual aspects. Using a
chronological framework, the book discusses the main events in each
period between c. 600 CE and the present day, along with the key social
and cultural themes. It discusses a range of topics, including: How power
was secured, and how was it exercised The crisis of conﬁdence caused by
the arrival of the West in the sub-continent How the Indo-Islamic synthesis
in various facets of life and culture came about Excerpts at the end of each
chapter allow for further discussion, and detailed maps alongside the text
help visualise the changes through each time period. Introducing the
reader to the issues concerning the Islamic past of South Asia, the book is
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a useful text for students and scholars of South Asian History and Religious
Studies.

INDIA - FROM REGIONAL TO WORLD POWER
Routledge This book provides an in-depth account of India's role in world
politics at the beginning of the twenty-ﬁrst century. The author shows how
the approach laid down by Nehru and followed by his successors (an
approach that included nuclear self-restraint, the search for friendly
relations with Pakistan and China, seeking the high ground in moral and
diplomatic spheres, and giving a lead to the non-aligned Third World) has
been replaced. The new, more self-conﬁdent and assertive approach of this
book is based on India's growing economic strength and has a more
strategic and pro-Western orientation. Meticulous in approach, this book
discusses this change, shows how it has come about, and explores how
India's role in world politics might develop going forward. This book will be
of interest to students and scholars of South Asian studies, Asian politics,
international relations, and security studies.

INDIA: THE ANCIENT PAST
A HISTORY OF THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT FROM C. 7000 BCE TO CE
1200
Routledge India: The Ancient Past provides a clear and systematic
introduction to the cultural, political, economic, social and geographical
history of ancient India from the time of the pre-Harappan culture nine
thousand years ago up until the beginning of the second millennium of the
Common Era. The book engages with methodological and controversial
issues by examining key themes such as the Indus-Sarasvati civilization,
the Aryan controversy, the development of Vedic and heterodox religions,
and the political economy and social life of ancient Indian kingdoms. This
fully revised and updated second edition includes: Three new chapters
examining the diﬀerences and commonalities between the north and south
of India; Extended discussion on contested issues, such as the origins of
the Aryans and the role of feudalism in ancient India; New source excerpts
to introduce students to the most signiﬁcant works in the historiography of
India, and questions for discussion; Study guides, including a list of key
issues, suggested readings and a selection of internet sources for each
chapter; Specially designed maps to illustrate diﬀerent time periods and
geographical regions This richly illustrated guide provides a fascinating
account of the early development of Indian culture and civilization that will
appeal to all students of Indian history.

MILITARY REVIEW
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO INDIAN GEOGRAPHY
THE SUBCONTINENT OF SOUTH ASIA: AFGHANISTAN, CEYLON, INDIA,
NEPAL [AND] PAKISTAN
BACKGROUND
ETHNOBOTANY AND MEDICINAL PLANTS OF INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Scientiﬁc Publishers The book contains 150 papers on Ethnobotany,
Medicinal Plants and Economic Plant of Indian Sub-continent.

THE RISE OF INDIAN MILITARY POWER: EVOLUTION OF AN INDIAN
STRATEGIC CULTURE
EVOLUTION OF AN INDIAN STRATEGIC CULTURE
KW Publishers Pvt Ltd This is a monumental & epic work on India’s Military
History. It seeks to answer the seminal question – ‘Is there an Indian Way
of War-ﬁghting and an Indian Strategic Culture?’ The author has traced the
history of war-ﬁghting in India from the Vedic & Mahabharatan period to
the Mauryan & Mughal Eras and thereafter the British Period. It is a
comprehensive audit of India’s combat performance in the ancient,
medieval, modern and post-modern periods of Indian history. The focus of
this work however, is on India’s Post-independence Military History. The
author has analysed each of India’s wars with China & Pakistan as also its
CI and CT campaigns in meticulous detail, to draw lessons for the future.
The path-breaking contribution is the author’s thesis that there have been
three local Revolutions in Military Aﬀairs (RMAs) in India, which shaped the
course & ﬂow of her history. Each of these RMAs helped to unify India
under a great Empire and transformed it from a civilisational entity to a
strong empire state. The ﬁrst was the Mauryan RMA of using War
Elephants in mass to generate shock & awe. This politically uniﬁed the
whole of India and Afghanistan for the ﬁrst time. The next RMA came with
the Mughals who introduced Field Artillery, Muskets and Horsed Cavalry
Archers with stirrups and cross bows. The Mughal horsed cavalry and
artillery helped spawn the mighty Mughal Empire. The Third RMA came
with the British who raised local Infantry Battalions on the European
Pattern and drilled them to shoot in disciplined rhythms, to defeat all
cavalry charges. This Infantry-based RMA helped establish the British
Empire in India. The present Republic is a successor entity of the British
Empire. The author has traced the evolution of India’s Strategic Culture to
the Arthashastra of Kautilya. The surprise ﬁnding is that in the 1971 War –
India unconsciously returned to this Kautilyan paradigm of using
information dominance, covert war and Shock- Action military campaigns
to defeat its adversaries. In the post-independence phase he traces the
evolution of India’s war-ﬁghting from the tactical phase of 1947-1962 when
India’s capacity was conﬁned to use of 2-3 Divisions alone. The 1965 War
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saw the graduation to the level of Operational Art, wherein 12 Divisions
and a bulk of the Indian Air Force (IAF) saw active combat. The apogee
came in 1971 – when India fought a brilliant, Quasi-Total, Tri-Service
Campaign that broke Pakistan into two, put 93,000 prisoners of war in the
bag and for the ﬁrst time after the Second World War, created a new
nation state with the Force of Arms. He traces the impact of nuclearisation
on South Asia and prognosticates about the Future. The time has come, he
asserts, for India to create a Fourth RMA in South Asia; and decisively
shape outcomes. For this, economic power must be rapidly converted into
usable military power. India must ﬁeld dominant war ﬁghting capabilities
in South Asia.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA ASIATICA, COMPRISING INDIAN SUBCONTINENT,
EASTERN AND SOUTHERN ASIA: O-RHAMNEAE
GENETIC DISORDERS OF THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Springer Science & Business Media The population of the Indian
subcontinent consists of a ﬁne amalgamation of people from diverse tribal,
cultural, religious and social backgrounds. Mortality and morbidity from a
vast number of medical and surgical conditions is signiﬁcant and well
above compared to the developed countries. Although a large component
of the human health problem is related to infection, malnutrition and other
preventable causes, a signiﬁcant proportion is linked to hereditary factors
reﬂecting in the form of chromosomal, single gene and complex medical
diseases. Unusual and unique Mendelian disorders are not uncommon and
a number of common medical conditions, such as ischemic heart disease
and diabetes mellitus are relatively more prevalent among those living in
the developing countries of the Indian subcontinent and as well as among
the migrant population groups in the western world. However, true burden
of the inherited disorders among the Asian Indians is not known, and
probably underestimated. This text includes a detailed and concise account
of the social and cultural diversity, medical demography, genetic
epidemiology, consanguinity and common genetic disorders aﬀecting
people from the Indian subcontinent. In addition, speciﬁc issues of genetic
services in various regions are addressed.

ANNUAL REPORT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
REGION (2018)
INDO-PACIFIC: CONCEPT DEFINITION AND STRATEGIC
IMPLEMENTATION
Springer The report was written by senior scholars of international studies
and Indian Ocean studies and focuses on international relations in Indian
Ocean region and covers many aspects of “Indo-Paciﬁc”. The report
includes both strategic review and major events and related data in this
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region. This book also includes the origin, the aims, frameworks and
regional and global impact of “Indo-Paciﬁc”. The book includes the authors
from 5 diﬀerent institutes in China which provide readers with a full and
authentic picture of “Indo-Paciﬁc” most recent development. This year’s
Annual Report is the Sixth of this kind and the only one which covers
exclusive on the Indian Ocean region in China.

INDIAN DEFENCE REVIEW JAN-JUN 1988 (VOL 3.1)
Lancer Publishers IN THIS VOLUME: IDR Comment • Terrorism: Punjab •
Insurgency Movements: Manipur • Tripura • Secessionist Movement:
Gorkhaland • Non-Secessionist Movements: • Jharkhand • Uttarkhand •
Defence Deals: The Bofors controversy • The HDW submarine deal • Sri
Lanka • Pakistan • China • Siachen Interview with General K. Sundarji.
Chief of the Army Staﬀ The Air Land Battle doctrine: Implication and
application – Air Cmde Jasjit Singh The changing rhythm of war: Evolution
of army aviation – Lt Gen E A Vas Airborne forces: In search of a strategic
concept – Brig Vivek Sapatnekar Land warfare in the sub-continent: The
Indian quest for doctrine – Maj G D Bakshi Strike Corps oﬀensive operation:
Imperatives for success – Maj Gurmeet Kanwal The state of armour • An
appraisal – IDR Research Team • MBT-90 – Col Ashok Puri • India’s MBT
‘Arjun’ – IDR Research Team • Progress on MBT ‘Arjun’ – IDR Research
Team Insurgency in China – IDR Research Team Management of intelligence
at the national level – Lt Gen P N Kathpalia Career management of military
oﬃcers – Lt Gen M L Chibber “The safety, honour and welfare of the men
you command...” – IDR Research Team Defence perspectives for India:
Socio-economic factors and internal stability – Cmde Raja Menon The
subcontinent's nuclear ledgers are getting critical and complicated: An
appreciation – Cmde Ranjit Rai Jewish terrorists and Arab exodus: Politicomilitary lessons for India – IDR Research Team

WORLD HISTORY, VOLUME II: SINCE 1500
Cengage Learning Noted teachers and scholars William J. Duiker and
Jackson J. Spielvogel present a balanced, highly readable overview of world
history that explores common challenges and experiences of the human
past and identiﬁes key patterns over time. Thorough coverage of political,
economic, social, religious, intellectual, cultural, and military history is
integrated into a chronological framework to help students gain an
appreciation and understanding of the distinctive character and
development of individual cultures in society. This approach, with
organization around seven major themes (Science and Technology, Art and
Ideas, Family and Society, Politics and Government, Earth and the
Environment, Religion and Philosophy, and Interaction and Exchange),
helps students link events together in a broad comparative and global
framework, thereby placing the contemporary world in a more meaningful
historical context. Available in the following options: WORLD HISTORY,
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Eighth Edition (Chapters 1—30); Volume I: To 1800 (Chapters 1—18);
Volume II: Since 1500 (Chapters 14—30). Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

THE USE OF PREVENTIVE DETENTION LAWS IN MALAYSIA: A CASE
FOR REFORM
Springer Nature This book examines the extraordinary nature of the power
of preventive detention, which permits executive dispensation of the
personal liberty of an individual on the mere apprehension that, if free and
unfettered, he may commit acts prejudicial to national security or public
order. In light of the extraordinary scope of this power, it, therefore,
contends that the scope of the power should be conﬁned to genuine
emergencies threatening the life of the nation. Against the above
background, this book sheds light on the fact that Article 149 of the
Federal Constitution of Malaysia empowers the Parliament to enact
preventive detention laws authorizing the executive branch of government
to preventively detain individuals without the precondition of an
emergency. Furthermore, the Constitution does not stipulate adequate
safeguards for mitigating the harshness of preventive detention laws. This
book makes it manifestly evident that the weaknesses of the constitutional
provisions concerning preventive detention have enabled succeeding
generations of executives in Malaysia to not only enact a series of
preventive detention statues for arrogating to themselves wide powers
concerning preventive detention but also to rely on them for arbitrarily
detaining their political adversaries. Consequently, on the basis of this
analysis, this book puts forward concrete recommendations for insertion in
the Constitution detailed norms providing for legal limits on the wide
power of the executive concerning preventive detention. The insertion of
such norms would ensure the maintenance of a delicate balance between
protecting national interests and, simultaneously, observing respect for an
individual’s right to protection from arbitrary deprivation of liberty.This
book is useful for academics and students of comparative constitutional
law, human rights and Asian law. The extensive law reform analysis
undertaken in this book also greatly beneﬁts the policy makers in Malaysia
and the policy makers of constitutional polities facing similar problems
with the issue of circumscribing the scope of the powers concerning
preventive detention.

ASIAN RIVALRIES
CONFLICT, ESCALATION, AND LIMITATIONS ON TWO-LEVEL GAMES
Stanford University Press The most typical treatment of international
relations is to conceive it as a battle between two antagonistic states
volleying back and forth. In reality, interstate relations are often at least
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two-level games in which decision-makers operate not only in an
international environment but also in a competitive domestic context.
Given that interstate rivalries are responsible for a disproportionate share
of discord in world politics, this book sets out to explain just how these
two-level rivalries really work. By reference to speciﬁc cases, specialists on
Asian rivalries examine three related questions: what is the mix of internal
(domestic politics) and external (interstate politics) stimuli in the dynamics
of their rivalries; in what types of circumstances do domestic politics
become the predominant inﬂuence on rivalry dynamics; when domestic
politics become predominant, is their eﬀect more likely to lead to the
escalation or de-escalation of rivalry hostility? By pulling together the
threads laid out by each contributor, the editors create a 'grounded theory'
for interstate rivalries that breaks new ground in international relations
theory.

SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THE GREAT POWERS
Routledge The success of regionalism in Southeast Asia depends on the
attitudes of the states within the region but also on the attitude of those
outside it. This book is an erudite and stimulating study on the latter.
Placing these states in a long term historical context Tarling brings out the
way in which the rivalries of those powers within the region and outside it
have aﬀected the states within the region. He also shows how divisions
within the region, and within states in the region, oﬀered invitations and
opportunities for intervention from outside, and so perhaps gave
Southeast Asia an importance in international relations it would not
otherwise have had. Regional leaders appear in recent decades to have
recognised what may be construed as one of the lessons of history; if
Southeast Asia can provide security for the Straits route, and stable
conditions for trade and investment, it might enjoy both peace and a
measure of prosperity. Southeast Asia and the Great Powers is an
important read for students and scholars of the history and international
relations of Southeast Asia.

WATER RESOURCES OF THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Oxford India Paperbacks "Third World Centre for Water Management; Lee
Kuan Yew School of Public Policy."

SEVENTY YEARS IN A SHAKY SUBCONTINENT
Janus Publishing Company Lim An account of the author's experiences in
the Indian sub-continent, living through a period of partition and
independence, with an introduction to political developments and a socioeconomic scenario.

INDIA
CHANGDER OUTLINE 15846+ MCQ (Multiple Choice Questions and answers)
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on/about INDIA E-Book for fun, quizzes, and examinations. It contains only
questions answers on the given topic. Each questions have an answer key
at the end of the page. One can use it as a study guide, knowledge test
book, quizbook, trivia...etc. This pdf is useful for you if you are looking for
the following: (1)INDIAN HISTORY NOTES FOR UPSC PDF (2)INDIA BOOK
UPSC (3)INDIA BOOK OF RECORDS CERTIFICATE (4)DIGITAL INDIA BOOK
PDF (5)MODERN HISTORY OF INDIA NOTES (6)INDIAN CURRENCY NOTES
(7)INDIA BOOK OF RECORDS PRIZE MONEY (8)INDIA BOOK APP (9)INDIA
BOOK PDF (10)INDIA BOOK OF RECORDS 2022 PDF (11)500 AND 1,000
RUPEE NOTES BANNED IN INDIA (12)INDIAN CURRENCY HISTORY (13)INDIA
BOOK OF RECORDS HOW TO APPLY (14)NEW INDIAN CURRENCY NOTES PDF
(15)RULES FOR PRINTING CURRENCY IN INDIA (16)MODERN INDIAN
HISTORY NOTES PDF

THE NORTHEAST QUESTION
CONFLICTS AND FRONTIERS
Routledge This book explores the idea, psychology and political geography
of Northeast India as forged by two interrelated but autonomous metanarratives. First, the politics of conﬂict inherent in, and therefore
predetermined by physical geography, and second, the larger geopolitics
that was unfolding during the colonial period. Unravelling the history
behind the turmoil engulﬁng Northeast India, the study contends that
certain geographies — most pertinently fertile river valleys and
surrounding mountains which feed the rivers — are integral to nature and
any eﬀort to disrupt this cohesion will result in conﬂict. It comprehensively
traces the geopolitics of the region since colonial era — in particular the
Great Game; the politics that went into the making of the McMahon Line,
the Radcliﬀe Line and the Pemberton Line; the region’s relations with its
international neighbours (China, Bhutan, Myanmar, Bangladesh and
Nepal); as well as the issue of many formerly non-state-bearing
populations awakening to the reality of the modern state. Lucid and
analytical, this book will be of great interest to scholars and researchers of
Northeast India, modern Indian history, international relations, defence
and strategic studies, and political science.

ASIAN SURVEY
THE HISTORY OF INDIA
Britannica Educational Publishing Because of its natural wealth, India has
long been a tempting prize for invaders, yet foreign forces such as the
Mughal Empire and the British did not destroy Indias vibrant spirit.
Rather, external inﬂuences often became absorbed into the mix of diﬀerent
peoples, languages, religions, and regional traditions, creating a lasting
culture of great depth. This book recounts the history of India and much of
present-day Pakistan and Bangladesh as well as the factors that have
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contributed to Indias epic economic successes in recent times. Memorable
images texture the narrative and vividly animate the story of this unique
nation.

INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
NTC/Contemporary Publishing Company A literary guidebook containing
over 200 extracts from novels, poems, travel writing, and short stories.

INDIAN AND FOREIGN REVIEW
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY
REGIONAL SECURITY STRUCTURES IN ASIA
Routledge Kapor argues that explanations of international relations in Asia
in the post-Second World War period have relied too much on the Cold War
as a key explanatory factor, and have not given enough emphasis to the
useful concepts of 'regional power formation', 'conﬂict formation' and
'conﬂict resolution'. The author outlines these concepts and goes on to
elaborate on them, and to apply them to three key Asian regions northeast, southeast, and south Asia - discussing practical strategic issues
in an historical perspective and arguing that these concepts, and other
concepts which he discusses, are extremely helpful in making sense of the
complex pattern of international relations in Asia.

WOMEN IN INDIA: A SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY [2 VOLUMES]
A SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY
ABC-CLIO Are Indian women powerful mother goddesses, or domestic
handmaidens trailing behind men in literacy, wages, opportunities, and
rights? Have they been agents of their own destinies, or voiceless victims
of patriarchy? Behind these colorful over-simpliﬁcations lies the reality of
many feminine personas belonging to various classes, ethnicities,
religions, and castes. This two-volume set looks at Indian history from
ancient to modern times, revealing precisely why ideas of gender rights
were not static across eras or regions. Raman's work is a reﬂection on the
various ways in which women in a non-Western culture have developed and
expressed their own feminist agenda. Are Indian women powerful mother
goddesses, or domestic handmaidens trailing behind men in literacy,
wages, opportunities, and rights? Have they been agents of their own
destinies, or voiceless victims of patriarchy? Behind these coloful oversimpliﬁcations lies the reality of many feminine personas belonging to
various classes, ethnicities, religions, and castes. This two-volume set
looks at Indian history from ancient to modern times, revealing precisely
why ideas of gender rights were not static across eras or regions. Raman's
work is a reﬂection on the various ways in which women in a non-western
culture have developed and expressed their own feminist agenda.
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Individual chapters highlight the enduring legacies of many important male
and female ﬁgures, illustrating how each played a key role in modifying the
substance of women's lives. Political movements are examined as well,
such as the nationalist reform movement of 1947 in which the ideal of
Indian womanhood became central to the nation and the push for
independence. Also included is a survey of women in contemporary India
and the role they played in the resurgence of militant Hindu nationalism.
Aside from being an engaging and readable narrative of Indian history, this
set integrates women's issues, roles, and achievements into the general
study of the times, providing a clear presentation of the social, cultural,
religious, political, and economic realities that have helped shape the
identity of Indian women.

INDIA & THE SUPER POWERS
Jaipur : Panchsheel [Prakashan

INDIA, PAKISTAN, BANGLADESH, AND THE MAJOR POWERS
POLITICS OF A DIVIDED SUBCONTINENT
New York : Free Press

UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY IN THE INDO-PAKISTAN
SUBCONTINENT, 1940-1955
THE FLETCHER FORUM OF WORLD AFFAIRS
INDIA'S EXTERNAL RELATIONS
A THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Covers the period after India independence.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
INDIA, PAKISTAN, AND BANGLADESH
On socio-economic conditions of India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh in the last
50 years.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD GEOGRAPHY: THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NINETEENTH CENTURY THOUGHT
Routledge Encyclopedia of Nineteenth Century Thought provides essential
information on, and a critical interpretation of, nineteenth-century thought
and nineteenth-century thinkers. The project takes as its temporal
boundary the period 1789 to 1914. Encyclopedia of Nineteenth Century
Thought primarily covers social and political thinking, but key entries also
survey science, religion, law, art, concepts of modernity, the body and
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health, and so on, and thereby take into account all of the key
developments in the intellectual history of the period. The encyclopedia is
alphabetically organized, and consists of: * principal entries, divided into
ideas (4000 words) and persons (2500 words) * subsidiary entries of 1000
words, which are entirely biographical * informational entries of 500 words,
which are also biographical.

PANGS OF PROXIMITY
INDIA AND SRI LANKA'S ETHNIC CRISIS
This Book Studies Indias Response To Developments In Sri Lanka In The
Broad Framework Of Indias Approach To Its Neighbours Internal Problems
Since 1947. Among The Unique Features Of This Study Is That It Underlines
The Critical Role Of Socio-Cultural Linkages Across National Boundaries
And That It Makes A Theoretical Contribution To Peace-Keeping And
Conﬂict Resolution.

INDIA, PAST AND PRESENT
AN INQUIRY INTO THE CULTURE OF POWER OF THE SUBCONTINENT
INDIA, PAKISTAN, AND BANGLADESH
UNDERSTANDING KASHMIR AND KASHMIRIS
Oxford University Press Examines the strategic and historical
circumstances surrounding the British creation and handing over of the
Princely State of Jammu and Kashmir, the Maharaja's accession to India,
and the unintended consequences of these actions.
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